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1 Introduction.

We consider the 1-D Euler system (1), (2), (3) describing conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy in compressible gas flow. For data with suffi-
ciently small total variation Glimm’s theorem [7] guarantees the existence of
a global-in-time weak entropy admissible solution. The solution can be con-
structed by various methods: the Glimm scheme[7, 10] , wave front-tracking
[3], semi-discrete schemes [1], or vanishing viscosity [2]. The Euler system
plays a distinguished role in the class of general conservation laws and much
effort has been invested in extending Glimm’s result to larger classes of data.
For generic data the solution of the Euler equations is exceedingly complicated
with a myriad of interactions resulting in complicated wave patterns.

The works by Nishida [12] and Nishida & Smoller [13] on the isothermal
and isentropic equations, respectively, provide global existence for large BV
data: any BV data in the case of isothermal flow, and large BV data with
(γ − 1) × (total variation of data) sufficiently small, in the case of isentropic
flow (γ being the adiabatic gas constant). These results were extended to the
full Euler system by Liu [11] and Temple [18]. More recently Temple & Young
[19] have established existence for the full Euler system up to an arbitrary
time for data with large total variation and sufficiently small sup-norm.

Given the general form of Glimm’s theorem it is natural to consider other
systems of conservation laws and to investigate various large data regimes
for these. However, recent examples show that no result similar to Glimm’s
theorem can hold at this level of generality. In particular [8, 9, 20] provides
examples of special (unphysical) systems of conservation laws whose solutions
may suffer blowup of amplitude and/or total variation. One is thus lead to
ask if similar pathological behavior is possible in specific systems of physi-
cal interest. Such systems are typically equipped with a convex entropy and
one could hope that their additional structure would prevent this type of
breakdown. The most interesting system in this respect is the Euler system.
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Now, the blowup examples in [8, 20] were based on particular interaction pat-
terns where repeated reflections created infinitely many waves in finite time.
By judiciously choosing initial data one could generate solutions where wave
strengths were amplified at each interaction, leading to finite time blowup. A
related setup was considered by Nishida & Smoller in [14] who studied the
single- and double-piston problems for the isentropic Euler equations. Un-
der suitable conditions on the motion of the piston(s) they established global
existence of entropy admissible weak solution for large data.

As a step toward a better understanding of large solutions for the full Euler
system we consider solutions with similar wave patterns. For these solutions
we then investigate if such solutions can produce growth, or even finite time
blowup, of amplitudes or variation. Below we outline the construction and
analysis of one type of solution for the ideal-polytropic Euler system where
shocks undergo repeated reflections as they interact with two approaching con-
tact waves. The particular pattern is motivated by the one for which blowup
is known to occur in other systems. Our analysis indicates that no blowup oc-
curs for solutions of this type. The particular wave pattern we consider here
is simple enough to allow accurate estimates for the solution. To simplify the
analysis we have imposed absorbing boundary conditions to the left and right
of a central region (between the two approaching contacts). This amounts to
disregarding interactions of shocks in the same family and renders the analysis
tractable.

We also comment briefly on a particular scaling of the dependent variables
in the Euler system which provides a large data result for certain types of
“scaled up” data. The details of our analysis will appear in [6].

2 Euler Equations.

Consider the one-dimensional Euler equations for compressible gases,

ut + px = 0 (1)
τt − ux = 0 (2)

Et + (pu)x = 0, (3)

where x is the Lagrangian space variable, u is velocity, p is pressure, τ is
specific volume, E = e + u2/2 is specific total energy, and e(τ, p) is internal
energy. We consider ideal polytropic gases with the equation of state

e =
pτ

γ − 1
, (4)

where γ > 1 is the adiabatic constant, and the temperature T is given as

T = c−1
ν e , (5)
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where cν denotes the specific heat at constant volume. In this case shocks,
contacts, and rarefaction waves can be calculated explicitly, [4, 15, 16, 17]. We
denote backward and forward shocks by S±, respectively. We let C− denote
contacts where τ decreases from left to right across the discontinuity, while
C+ denote contacts where τ increases from left to right. As an example, by
an S+C−-interaction we mean an interaction where a forward shock meets a
C−-contact from the left, etc.

2.1 Interactions and Interaction Pattern.

The possible interactions for ideal polytropic gases have been analyzed in
[4, 17, 15]. In particular, it can be shown that if an S+C−-interaction results
in a reflected S−-shock, a C−-contact and a transmitted S+-shock. Similarly,
a C+S−-interaction results in a transmitted S−-shock, a C+-contact and a
reflected S−-shock.

This allows us to set up an interaction pattern as follows. We select initial
points x1 < x2 < x3 and initial data,

(u(x, 0), p(x, 0), τ(x, 0)) =


(ul0, pl0, τl0) if x < x1,
(ul0, pl0, τm0) if x1 < x < x2,
(ur0, pr0, τM0) if x2 < x < x3,
(ur0, pr0, τr0) if x3 < x ,

where the four states are connected, going from left to right, by a C+-contact,
an S+-shock, and a C−-contact. See Figure 1.

The interaction of the S+-wave with the C−-contact on the right results
in outgoing S−, C−, and S+ waves. In turn the reflected backward shock form
the first interaction will later interact with the left C+ -contact. This second
interaction yields outgoing S−, C+ and S+ waves, and the same wave pattern
repeats itself. We recall that velocity and pressure remain constant across
contacts and we label the various states as in Figure 1.

The transmitted shocks to the left of the central region between the two
contacts will necessarily approach each other and interact in finite time. In
turn the reflected waves generated in these interactions will result in a quite
complicated wave pattern which appears to be too complicated to analyze
explicitly. Similar interactions will occur to the right of the central region. As
a first step we avoid dealing with these issues by imposing boundary conditions
that absorb the transmitted shocks. This may be accomplished by letting the
transmitted waves meet with gases whose densities and adiabatic constants
are chosen such that no waves are reflected.

2.2 Properties of the Interaction Pattern

Consider the wave curves in (u, p, τ)-space. Given a left state (ul, pl, τl) the
forward and backward shock curves emanating from (ul, pl, τl) are given by
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S± =

{
τ = τl(pl+µ2p)

(p+µ2pl)
,

u = ul ± (p− pl)
√

(1−µ2)τl

p+µ2pl
, p ≶ pl,

(6)

where µ2 = γ−1
γ+1 .

We notice that pressure increases along the S−-shock curve and that pres-
sure decreases along the S+-shock curve. This implies that within the three
regions x < x1, x1 < x < x3, and x3 < x the pressure increases in time. In
particular, in the middle region we find,

pr0 < pl0 < pr1 < pl1 < pr2 < pl2 < · · · . (7)

From (6) we have that specific volume is a function of pressure which is
monotonically decreasing. Together with (7) this implies that specific volume
is decreasing in each of the three regions . That is,

τl0 > τl1 > τl2 > · · · > 0 (8)
τr0 > τr1 > τr2 > · · · > 0 (9)
τM0 > τm0 > τM1 > τm1 > τM2 > τm2 > · · · > 0. (10)

Thus, density is increasing and no vacuum formation takes place. A calculation
shows that temperature is increasing in each region as time increases. Finally,
the velocity is increasing in the right region and decreasing in the left region
according to

ur0 < ur0 < ur0 < · · · (11)
ul0 > ul0 > ul0 > · · · , (12)

while in the middle we find that

uri < ulj ∀ i, j . (13)

Therefore uli and uri are monotonic bounded sequences and thus converge.
For the wave speeds we have that the shock speeds corresponding to S± are
given by

σ± = ±

√
− (pr − pl)

(τr − τl)
, (14)

where (pl, τl) and (pr, τr) are the values of pressure and specific volume to the
immediate left and right of the shock, respectively. By a convexity argument
it can be shown that the speeds of the shocks in each of the three regions are
increasing in magnitude as time increases.

The properties above follow directly from the explicit expressions for the
wave curves. In order to investigate whether magnification of waves can occur
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in the solution a more detailed analysis is required. At this point it is not clear
if the interaction pattern exists for all time, or if the speeds of the shocks can
approach infinity and result in infinitely many interactions in finite time. In
either case we need to understand how the strengths of the waves develop.
The following analysis shows that the solution is well behaved in the sense
that shock speeds are bounded while wave strengths decay (quickly) in time.
The crux of the matter is to carefully estimate the pressure and show that it
is bounded for all times. We will first assume that pressure is bounded and see
what this implies for the interaction pattern. The argument that the pressure
is indeed bounded is then outlined in Section 2.4.

2.3 Properties assuming pressure is bounded.

We now assume that pressure is bounded in the three regions of the solution.
From (7) it follows that there exists a p̄ such that

lim
i→∞

pli = lim
i→∞

pri = p̄ . (15)

Thus the pressures in all three regions converge to the same value. From
this and the fact that temperature is increasing in each region it follows that
specific volume in each region converges to some strictly positive value. (This
also shows that the temperature in each region converges to a finite value).
An argument based on convexity then applies to show that the magnitude of
the shock speeds are bounded. In particular this implies that there are only
a finite number of interactions in finite time. A calculation shows that there
exists a point x0 < x1 such that any interaction of transmitted shocks in the
left region would occur to the left of x0. Similarly, there is a point x4 > x3

such that any interaction of transmitted shocks in the right region would occur
to the right of x4. We can thus insert contacts with jumps in both specific
volume and adiabatic constant such that no waves are reflected back toward
the central region. This guarantees that the solutions we construct are indeed
global-in-time solutions of the Euler equations, albeit with somewhat artificial
boundary data.

2.4 Boundedness of pressure

To show that pressure is bounded uniformly in time we will carefully esti-
mate the solutions of the Riemann problems defined by S+C−-interactions
and C+S−-interactions. Once the initial data are chosen as described above
(that is, with one C+-wave, one S+-wave and one C−-wave), all ensuing wave
strengths are determined through a system of coupled nonlinear algebraic
equations. For these calculations it is convenient to use ratios of pressures
and specific volumes to parameterize the wave curves. Referring to Figure 1
we define the following ratios
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Fig. 1. Interaction pattern

ri :=
pri

pli
, Ri :=

pri

pr(i+1)
, (16)

qi+1 :=
pr(i+1)

pli
, Qi+1 :=

pl(i+1)

pli
, (17)

si :=
τmi

τli
, ti :=

τri

τMi
. (18)

Here qi+1, Ri and ti+1 are uniquely determined by ri and ti, while ri+1, Qi+1

and si+1 are uniquely determined by qi+1 and si. The equations for the ratios
are not explicitly solvable in terms of formulas. However, a simple calculation
shows that the ratios in the middle region satisfy

1
r1

> q2 >
1
r2

> q3 > · · · > 1 , (19)

t1 < t2 < t3 < · · · < 1 , (20)
s1 > s2 > s3 > · · · > 1 . (21)

Through a further argument (using properties that are specific to ideal poly-
tropic gases) one can then compare the ratios ri for example, to a sequence
that is readily estimated. Specifically, defining

xi :=
1
ri
− 1 , (22)

we show that for i sufficiently large xi < 1 and therefore, without loss of
generality, we assume x1 < 1. We then proceed to show that there exist a
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δ > 0 such that

prn < pr0(1 + x1)
2n∏

k=1

(1 + x
(1+δ)k

1 ). (23)

Consequently the pressure in each region converges, since
∏ (

1+ 1
k2

)
converges

and x
(1+δ)k

1 < 1
k2 for k large.

3 Scaling invariance of the Euler system

In the analysis above only the ratios of pressures and specific volumes were
used. This reflects the general fact that the Euler system is formally invariant
under the scaling

(τ, u, p, E) 7→ (ζτ, ζu, ζp, ζ2E) ζ > 0 .

While the four variables above are not independent, this scaling is consistent
for ideal polytropic gases. More generally, the Euler system is invariant under
the scaling (τ, u, p) 7→ (ζτ, ζu, ζp) provided the internal energy function e(τ, p)
satisfies

e(ζτ, ζp) = ζ2e(τ, p) . (24)

This clearly holds for ideal polytropic gases. A direct calculation shows that if
(24) holds, then the eigenvalues λ0, λ±, as well as shock speeds, are invariant
as well.

It follows that if U(x, t) =
(
τ(x, t), u(x, t), p(x, t)

)
is any solution of the

Euler system (1), (2), (3) with initial data U0(x) =
(
τ0(x), u0(x), p0(x)

)
, then

V (x) := ζU(x, t) (ζ > 0) is again a solution with data V0 = ζU0. Furthermore,
the wave patterns and interactions are identical in the two solutions. As a
consequence we see that once we are given a solution we can obtain other
solutions with arbitrarily large (or small) amplitudes by applying the scaling
above.

As a final observation we note that it is natural to try and argue the
other way as well. That is: given large BV data for the Euler system, we
can scale these down (ζ small) to obtain BV data with small variation. Then
apply Glimm’s theorem to get a global-in-time solution, and finally scale up
again (by 1/ζ). However, this argument is flawed as the amount of “allowable
variation” of the data in Glimm’s theorem depend on where the data are
located in (τ, u, p)-space. In particular, as the neighborhood where the data
lie shrinks toward the origin in (τ, u, p)-space under the scaling, so does the
amount of variation allowed by Glimm’s theorem.
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